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“In an increasingly fractured and polarised world, community matters now more than ever.”

A warm welcome to the Compass Summit.

I am absolutely delighted that so many of you have travelled from across the globe to convene for our second annual summit.

There has never been a more pressing time for this community to come together. It is a time of great uncertainty — geopolitically, economically and technologically. Cyber leadership has never been more important.

The world faces a set of risks that feel both wholly new and eerily familiar. Globally, we stand on the edge of a low-growth and low-cooperation era, tougher trade-offs risk eroding climate action, human development and, most importantly for us as a community, future resilience.

The year ahead has the potential to bring even more challenges; as such, this year’s Summit theme is Leadership in an Age of Uncertainty. We are excited that Tom Standage from “The Economist” is able to join us. As the editor of its renowned “The World Ahead” publication, there is no better person to help set the scene for our time together.

To navigate and thrive in this changing global landscape, we are inviting you to contribute to the conversations over the next two days. This is a special group. We are all here to discuss, share and learn collectively from each other.

As a community, we can create a more resilient future for global business.

Rashmy Chatterjee
CEO, ISTARI
THE COMPASS SUMMIT
in the Cedar Boardroom
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Agenda

Tuesday, 13 June :

18:30
Welcome Networking Drinks

19:30
Welcome Dinner - Feast on Cloud 9
A (grounded) hot air balloon tasting dinner

Wednesday, 14 June :
Leadership in an Age of Uncertainty

08:45 - 09:00
Welcome to the Compass Summit
Speaker — Rashmy Chatterjee

09:00 - 09:30
The World Ahead
Speaker — Tom Standage

War in Ukraine, high food and fuel prices, the fight against inflation, the transition to renewable energy and China’s uncertain post-pandemic path are just some of the major trends of 2023. According to “The Economist,” the world has now reportedly entered an era of “permacrisis.” What are the major global trends impacting businesses and what do the next 12 months have in store for senior business and policy decision-makers?

09:30 - 10:15
Is the World Uncertain?
Panelists — Rashmy Chatterjee, Bob Dudley, Tom Glocer
Moderator — Tom Standage

The current geopolitical, economic and technology uncertainty is a very real reality for senior leaders and those responsible for business governance. How are executives responding to current crises and what does the next year look like for those charged with stewarding their organisations through turbulent times?

10:15 - 11:00
Networking and Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:30
Cyber Leadership in an Age of Uncertainty
Panelists — Admiral Mike Rogers, Nadav Zafrir
Moderator — Tom Standage

Cyber leaders are at the forefront of responding to major global trends. The community undoubtedly now faces strong headwinds — from businesses under major financial pressures, a fragmentation in global policies and standards and defending their enterprises from an ever-changing threat landscape. This panel and workshop session ask the Compass community: What are the most important macro trends impacting the cyber landscape, how are they manifesting themselves as risks and, importantly, what can we collectively do about them?

12:30 - 14:00
Lunch
14:00 - 15:00

International Cooperation in Cyberspace

Panelists — Lindy Cameron, David Koh
Moderator — Kate Marks

Cyber leaders continually contend with barriers to international cooperation, such as fragmented cyber ecosystems, the interoperability of standards, supply chain issues and the thorny question of how and when nations and institutions should collaborate. In this session, participants will hear from David Koh and Lindy Cameron, who are tasked with navigating the national cyber strategies and responses of Singapore and the United Kingdom, respectively. Moderator Kate Marks, a former White House official and current Washington lobbyist, will guide the conversation to explore where international cooperation and policies are headed.

15:00 - 15:30

Networking and Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:30

Cyber and the Law

Panelists — Raj De, Adam Hickey, Clive Gringas
Moderator — Mel Immergut

An unmissable opportunity to gain insights from a panel of three of the most distinguished and important policy lawyers in the field of cybersecurity over the past decade years. This session will draw out the perspectives of true thought leaders on cyber law, and policy as they examine the most pressing legal and policy issues facing the global cybersecurity community, including changing data privacy regulation, norms of behaviour in international cyber conflict, and the regulation of emerging technologies.

16:30

Closing Reflections

Speaker — Will Dixon

17:30

Secret Garden Soirée

Join us for a garden party like no other with drinks, canapés, live music and great company!

19:30

Dinner - The Potting Shed
**Thursday, 15 June:**
**Leadership and Collective Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08:55 - 09:00 | Opening Remarks  
**Speaker** — Will Dixon |
| 09:00 - 10:15 | The View from NATO’s Eastern Flank  
**Panelists** — Lieutenant General Jürgen-Joachim von Sandrart, Lucas Kello, Ciaran Martin  
**Moderator** — Manuel Hepfer |
| 10:15 - 10:45 | Networking and Coffee Break |

The war in Ukraine is in its second year and potentially most dangerous phase. The conflict has changed the global geo-political balance, heightened conflicts and confrontation, as well as accelerated the trend for countries to form into blocs centred on Washington and Beijing. This session will feature a special briefing from Lieutenant General Jürgen-Joachim von Sandrart, the current Commander of NATO’s forces in Eastern Europe, on the status of the current conflict, why it is important and why it matters to the global cyber community.

10:45 - 12:00

**A View from the Cyber-Front - Insights from Ransomware Negotiations**

**Panelists** — Moty Cristal, Lucas Kello, Ciaran Martin

One of the direct consequences of the Ukraine-Russia conflict has been the fragmentation of the major Eastern European cybercrime groups that drive global ransomware. This special session, exclusively for Compass members, is run in partnership with Moty Cristal, former UN diplomat and now ransomware negotiator. It will shed light on the insights he has gained from negotiating directly with cybercriminals and state actors in cyber crises in the fall-out of the war.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 13:15</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13:15 - 14:45

**Can We Truly Secure the Supply Chain?**  
**Facilitators** — Curt Dalton, Jim Rosenthal

**What Is Going to Break the Cloud Security Model?**  
**Facilitators** — Daniele Catteddu, JD Sherry

**Is the Cyber Resilience Market Broken?**  
**Facilitators** — Joe Hubback, Jason Mallinder
Is Cyber Insurance One More Claim For Disaster?

Facilitators — Scott Kannry, Georgie Williams, Jon Hughes

Why Should We Bet Big on Software Security?

Facilitators — Amal Kothari, Ken Pentimonti

Leadership Development: Lessons from a Time of War, and a Time of Battle

Facilitators — Abel Archundia, Adam Finkelstein

14:45 - 15:15

Networking and Coffee Break

15:15 - 16:30

Resilience in a Time of Peril - The Thirteen Lives Story

Speaker — John Volanthen
Moderator — Rossa Shanks

In July 2018, the world held its breath while British cave diver John Volanthen and his partner raced against time to find the 12-boy soccer team and coach trapped for ten days in Thailand’s Tham Luang Cave. Named one of Time’s “Heroes of the Year”, his and the team’s story has subsequently been made into the international hit film “Thirteen Lives”. His personal and unique story of preparation, bravery and resilience is a fitting end to the Compass Summit.

16:30

Close and Reception

Speaker — Rashmy Chatterjee
Speakers and Facilitators

Rashmy Chatterjee  
CEO, ISTARI

Nadav Zafrir  
CO-FOUNDER AND MANAGING PARTNER, TEAM8

Tom Standage  
DEPUTY EDITOR, THE ECONOMIST

Mel Immergut  
CHAIRMAN (RET.), MILBANK LLP

Bob Dudley  
FORMER CEO, BRITISH PETROLEUM

Kate Marks  
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, VENN STRATEGIES

Tom Glocer  
FORMER CEO, THOMSON REUTERS

Lindy Cameron  
CEO, NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY CENTRE (NCSC)
Admiral Mike Rogers — FORMER COMMANDER, US CYBER COMMAND & DIRECTOR OF NSA

David Koh — COMMISSIONER OF CYBERSECURITY AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE CYBER SECURITY AGENCY (CSA) OF SINGAPORE

Raj De — MEMBER, MAYER BROWN’S GLOBAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE & FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL, NSA

Jürgen-Joachim von Sandrart — LIEUTENANT GENERAL, NATO

Adam Hickey — PARTNER AT MAYER BROWN, FORMER DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AT THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Ciaran Martin — FORMER CEO, NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY CENTRE

Clive Gringras — PARTNER, CAMERON MCKENNA NABARRO

Lucas Kello — ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AT OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Moty Cristal  
CEO, NEST CONSULTING

Georgie Williams  
SENIOR CYBER UNDERWRITER, MUNICH RE

John Volanthen  
BRITISH DIVER

Scott Kannry  
CEO, AXIO

Robert Hannigan  
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS EUROPE AND MIDDLE EAST, BLUEVOYANT, FORMER DIRECTOR OF GCHQ

Daniele Catteddu  
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, CLOUD SECURITY ALLIANCE

Adam Finkelstein  
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, SYGNIA

Ken Pentimonti  
PRINCIPAL, PALADIN CAPITAL
“The editors of the Collins English Dictionary have declared ‘permacrisis’ to be their word of the year.

This means an extended period of instability and insecurity.”

“The World Ahead”,
“The Economist”
Compass: A Community of Action

The Compass is a global community of cyber security experts from business, government, the intelligence community, and venture capital funds. As a community, we convene to explore, debate, discuss and take collective action on the forces shaping cyber resilience today and in the future.

What? A global cyber resilience community, sharing insights and best practice, driving thought leadership and collective action.

Why? Cyber resilience is one of the most significant systemic challenges facing business leaders. A connected world requires collective resilience.

How? Founded on ISTARI’s core philosophy of Collective Power, we convene experts, business leaders, policy makers and practitioners to advance the cyber resilience agenda.
The ISTARI Team

Murali Aiyer — PRINCIPAL

Abel Archundia — MANAGING DIRECTOR, GLOBAL ADVISORY AND LS&I

Daisy Baldwin — EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

Benoit Boutrou — CLIENT PARTNER

JC Broido — MANAGING DIRECTOR, ASIA PACIFIC

Simon Burckhard — CLIENT PARTNER

Rashmy Chatterjee — CEO

Curt Dalton — MANAGING DIRECTOR, AMERICAS

Charly Davis — CLIENT PARTNER

Jo De Vliegher — CLIENT PARTNER

Will Dixon — DIRECTOR OF THE ACADEMY AND COMMUNITY

John Gorksi — PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Julia Hallett — HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS AND DEMAND GENERATION

Richard Handley — DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Dr. Manuel Hepfer — HEAD OF KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHTS

Joe Hubback — MANAGING DIRECTOR, EMEA AND GLOBAL ACADEMY

Jon Hughes — CLIENT PARTNER

Amal Kothari — VICE PRESIDENT, INVESTMENTS

Rolf Lumpe — CLIENT PARTNER

Mark Malecki — CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Jason Mallinder — CLIENT PARTNER

Ellie Watmuff — GLOBAL BRAND EXPERIENCE AND EVENTS DIRECTOR

David Prince — PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Julien Reynaud — HEAD OF INVESTMENTS

Rossa Shanks — CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

JD Sherry — CLIENT PARTNER

Bill Stewart — CLIENT PARTNER
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